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Abstract. Today, software verification is vital for safety-critical and
security-critical applications applied in industry. However, specifying
large-scale software systems for efficient verification still demands high
effort and expertise. In deductive verification, design by contract is a
widespread software methodology to explicitly specify the behavior of
programs using Hoare-style pre- and postconditions in a modular fashion.
During verification, a method call can either be replaced by an available
method contract or by inlining the method’s implementation. We argue
that neither approach alone is feasible for verifying real-world software
systems. Only relying on method inlining does not scale, as the number
of inlined methods may lead to a combinatorial explosion. But specify-
ing software is in itself notoriously hard and time-consuming, making it
economically unrealistic to specify large-scale software completely. We
discuss circumstances in which one of the two approaches is preferred.
We evaluate the program verifier KeY with large programs varying in
the number of method calls of each method and the maximum depth
of the stack trace. Our analyses show that specifying 10% additional
methods in a program can reduce the verification costs by up-to 50%,
and, thus, an effective combination of contracting and method inlining
is indispensable for the scalability of deductive verification.
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1 Introduction

A challenging task in software engineering is to reason about the correctness of
large programs [32]. Deductive verification is a technique focusing on formal pro-
gram verification by generating proof obligations based on implementation and a
formal specification [1,22]. Such proof obligations can then be proved to be cor-
rect by interactive and automated program provers [1,26] to ensure that a soft-
ware system behaves as explicitly specified. In design by contract, specifications
are typically provided in the form of code annotations [4,17,38]. A developer
following this methodology annotates part of the source code, such as methods,
with contracts. Contracts are inspired by the theory of Hoare triples [31]. That
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is, contracts specify preconditions that need to be satisfied by callers and post-
conditions that callers can then rely on. Moreover, contracts can have additional
information, such as frame conditions, which express explicitly what locations
(i.e., program variables) a method is allowed to modify [10].

However, deductive verification combined with design by contract is not a
widespread methodology in industry. Despite its various advantages, such as an
increased trust in the program’s correctness, industry sees little benefit in it
compared to less demanding approaches (e.g., unit testing). One reason is that
it is regareded as cost-ineffective. Indeed, the specification effort is high and
error-prone [5] and verification tasks are time-consuming.

In this regard, method call treatment is one critical aspect in the discussion
about scability of deductive verification. Generally, there exist three strategies
to handle method calls. The first strategy is to always inline methods [1]. That
is, each method call in the method under verification is replaced by its respec-
tive implementation. However, method inlining is often infeasible due to two
reasons: (1) it fails per definition in case of recursion or unavailable source code
and (2), based on large call stacks, it often results in larger and more complex
proof obligations, which are too costly to verify. The second strategy is method
contracting [35], where we exploit the contract of a called method if available.
In this case, the verification consists of checking the preconditions at call-site
and abstracting the call by its postcondition. If the implementation of a method
specified with a contract changes, and the contract holds after the change, only
the method itself had to be verified again. With pure method inlining, always all
callers need re-verification. One problem is that not all methods can be specified,
as the specification effort is typically too high for large-scale software systems.
The third strategy is to use both, method inlining and method contracting, in
combination.

Surprisingly, method inlining and method contracting seem to be used inter-
changeably in research. Numerous evaluations simply use one or the other with-
out justification and often not even let readers explicitly know which one was
applied (e.g., [1,2]). This is problematic, as research prototypes are typically
applied to tiny examples only, where the verification effort is not high enough
to see a difference. Hence, when aiming to apply such approaches to large-scale
programs in industry, where the specification and verification effort is indeed
high, applicability may be unclear.

In this paper, we investigate method call treatment and its scalability in
the context of deductive verification empirically to discuss on how to improve
the cost-effectiveness of this methodology to become more effective in indus-
trial applications. As a starting point, we employ KeY [1], a static verifier for
Java programs with an active community. In KeY, a user either applies pure
method inlining or replaces methods with their respective contract (i.e., apply-
ing inlining only when no contract is available). To measure the verification
effort in a controlled evaluation setting, we generate large, fully specified artifi-
cial programs that vary in the number of method calls within each method and
the maximum depth of the stack trace. We justify the generation of artificial
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programs based on three reasons: (1) to the best of our knowledge, no fully-
specified real software systems exist that provide a large enough call depth nec-
essary for our evaluation, (2) the specification effort of such systems is too large
for us to specify them ourselves, and (3) generating such programs gives us con-
fidence in the correctness of the implementation and specification. In summary,
we make the following contributions:

– We discuss method inlining and method contracting for their advantages and
limitations in deductive verification and propose to use an effective mixture
of both approaches.

– We introduce an artificial benchmark for JML-based verification tools.
– We evaluate our proposal on large generated programs with KeY empiri-

cally by measuring the verification effort in different scenarios. Our empirical
investigation is a stepping stone towards automated deductive verification
and better applicability for industrial use cases.

2 Method Call Treatment in Deductive Verification

Deductive verification is a formal approach to reason about logical properties
of programs [43]. Properties such as “does not crash”, “has no arithmetic over-
flows”, and even more complex behavioural properties such as “sorts an array”
are possible. Program verifiers translate these properties and the program to
different flavors of first-order logic to reason about their conformance and to
become amenable for proof automation [1,4,26]. Deductive program verification
is often based on one of two approaches to transform implementation and spec-
ification into provable verification conditions, namely weakest precondition cal-
culus and symbolic execution. Following the original formulation of Floyd-Hoare
logic [27,31], Dijkstra suggested the weakest precondition calculus to compute
the weakest conditions that must hold at the initial state of the program for
given postconditions [22]. Symbolic execution follows a forward manner. Here,
all possible execution paths for all possible input data are explored, which can
be exploited for program verification against functional properties [15]. Program
verification is often not fully automatic due to the undecidability of the under-
lying verification problem. User interaction, such as providing loop invariants,
becomes necessary when proofs exist but cannot be found automatically.

The program verifier KeY allows practitioners to verify that a given Java
program (or parts thereof) adheres to its contracts written in the Java Mod-
eling Language (JML). Figure 1 illustrates how JML is used to specify the
intended behavior of a Java program in terms of method contracts. Here, method
maxInArray returns the maximum integer in an integer array and max the max-
imum of two integers. The keyword requires represents the precondition that
must be fulfilled. The keyword ensures represents the postcondition that all
callers of that method can rely on when the precondition is fulfilled.

Method maxInArray calls method max when the size of the array exceeds
one. To verify that maxInArray indeed conforms to its contract, we must verify
that all invoked methods behave correctly as well. Otherwise, we cannot ensure
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Fig. 1. Specification of Methods maxInArray and max

that the method returns the maximum integer in the given array. Typically, two
options exist to treat method calls in deductive program verification: method
inlining and method contracting. In this regard, we can either inline the imple-
mentation of method max into method maxInArray at invocation time or we can
use the method contract instead.

When verifying a specified method, method contracting only focuses on the
first level of method calls, whereas in method inlining the whole call stack of
a method is of interest. In our experience, real programs have stack sizes of
20 and beyond. A considerable consequence is thus the increase in size and
complexity of the respective proof obligations when method inlining is used,
potentially rendering the verification effort infeasible. However, defining strong
enough contracts for automated verification is notoriously hard and requires
numerous iterations. Even when methods are already specified by developers, a
lot of time is spent on refining dependent contracts to make them sufficient for
method contracting.

Although examples of real-world software as subject to deductive verification
exist in the literature (e.g., TimSort [21] or JavaCard [48]) where a combination
of method inlining and contracting was used, the difference in verification effort
between both approaches is negligible, because of their comparably small call
stacks. To the best of our knowledge, verification effort for either approach of
larger programs has not been evaluated empirically before. In the next section,
we first discuss under which circumstances method inlining or contracting is
preferred.
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3 Criteria for Method Call Treatment

Method inlining and method contracting have both their place in deductive veri-
fication. In this section, we discuss advantages and drawbacks of both strategies.
To this end, we chose criteria important for software engineering and deductive
verification involving specification correctness, specification effort, information
hiding, unbounded loops, unbounded recursion, verification effort, and incremen-
tal verification. In the following discussion, we further distinguish two types of
criteria. First, hard criteria, where only one approach is applicable in a verifi-
cation attempt. Second, soft criteria, where both approaches are applicable but
with varying degrees of success.

3.1 Hard Criteria for Method Call Treatment

Specification Effort. Baumann et al. [5] already argued that writing adequate
specifications is the hardest part in formal verification. Typically, developers
specify methods concurrently. As a consequence, insufficient specifications or
even unspecified methods during the early verification attempts are inevitable.
In our experience, writing specifications that are sufficient for method contract-
ing requires numerous iterations over a method itself and its called methods.
Moreover, not each developer that specifies contracts is also involved in the ver-
ification itself, making it almost impossible to come up with a sufficient method
contract for complex behavior from the beginning. Hence, invocations of insuffi-
ciently specified methods can only be dealt with through method inlining, when
there are no resources available for improving the specification.

Incomplete Implementation. A concern with method inlining when proving
correctness of a method is that the implementation of all called methods must
be accessible. If source code is unavailable, as often is the case for calls to APIs
(e.g., Java’s Collection API), or a method is not yet implemented, inlining will
fail and correctness cannot be ensured. An exception to the case when source
code is unavailable constitutes techniques regarding the verification of bytecode
[40]. However, bytecode verification is limited to languages executed by a virtual
machine (e.g., Java). Method contracting omits the implementation, as the con-
tract makes the intended behavior of a method explicit. If we assume that all
called methods adhere to their respective contract, we can prove correctness with
method contracting even when source code is unavailable by providing adequate
contracts.

Unbounded Loops and Unbounded Recursion. Dealing with loops and
recursion in deductive verification is typically difficult. Bounded loops and
bounded recursive calls can be unrolled [1]. When the stop criterion is indefinite
at compile-time, loop invariants must be specified and used during verification.
For instance, the length of the input array of maxInArray is not necessarily
known before run-time. If the array’s length cannot be determined statically,
the for-loop becomes unbounded (e.g., the size of the input array is determined
at run-time). Inlined methods depending on unbounded loops or recursion may
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therefore result in a time out and consequently fail. A good choice is to use
method contracting instead if a contract is available. In the aforementioned
example, when maxInArray is called in a method that we want to prove correct,
method contracting or an additional loop invariant is the preferred choice to
automatically ensure that maxInArray does not violate any stated properties.
The call could also provide concrete bounds, but would deteriorate software
evolution and maintainability.

3.2 Soft Criteria for Method Call Treatment

Verification Effort. Verification effort is typically either measured in terms
of proof steps of a found proof [1] or in total execution time. Here, we focus
on the former measurement, as it is independend of external factors, such as
computational power. In particular, reasons for a large number of proof steps
are manifold, such as the size and complexity of the program and specification
that are subject to verification. For instance, symbolic execution in KeY leads
to a step-wise unfolding of Java source code. In case of dynamic dispatch, addi-
tional case distinctions have to be made during verification [1]. Unlike method
contracting, pure method inlining may lead to a combinatorial explosion in the
verification effort, as each method can invoke methods itself that must be also
inlined. Nevertheless, there exist cases where sufficient method contracts may
also result in larger predicates than the actual implementation. In our eval-
uation, we aim at empirically investigating the verification effort for method
inlining and method contracting in more detail.

Re-verification Effort. When software evolves, each modification may solve
prior defects or lead to the introduction of new defects and, thus, re-verification
becomes necessary. Because verification is expensive, it is desirable to save ver-
ification effort once a program is proved by only re-verifying the parts affected
by a change. If the implementation of a specified method changes, only the con-
tract has to be re-established for contracting, whereas for method inlining all
callers must be re-verified. If the specification of a method changes, however,
only contracting is affected. In this case, the method itself and all of its callers
must be re-verified. Moreover, this may involve an adaption of multiple depend-
ing contracts. Method inlining is unaffected in this regard, because specifications
of inlined methods are ignored. To conclude, we state the hypothesis that the
re-verification effort is less with method contracting than with method inlining.

3.3 Summary

Table 1 summarizes our insights of the previous discussion. A “+” means that the
respective approach usually performs better and a “–” means that the respective
approach fails or performs poorly in that category. The first three rows represent
the hard criteria for method call treatment. When dealing with insufficient spec-
ifications, only method inlining allows us to verify the correctness of a method.
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In case of incomplete implementations and unbounded loops and recursion, how-
ever, only method contracting suffices. For the soft criteria, we see verification
effort and re-verification effort after a change in the implementation in favor of
method contracting. If the specification of a called method changes and method
inlining is used, re-verification is not needed. However, if the specification of a
proven method changes, method inlining should perform worse depending on call
width and call depth of the method. Our goal of the next section is to investigate
verification effort under change empirically.

Table 1. Comparison of method contracting and method inlining based on chosen
criteria

Criteria Contracting Method inlining

Specification effort – +

Incomplete implementation + –

Unbounded loops and recursion + –

Verification effort (initial phase) + –

Re-verification effort (change in implementation) + –

Re-verification effort (change in specification) – +

4 Scalability of Method Call Treatment

We conducted a controlled experiment to measure the effect of method inlining
and method contracting on scalability for deductive verification. According to
our experience, it is untypical to verify a software system all at once. Hence, we
are particularly interested in the effort needed for re-verification of small changes
in implementation and specification of single methods. The two independent
variables are (a) the call width representing the number of method calls within
a method body and (b) the call depth representing the maximum stack trace of
a method call. Both variables allow us to increase the program complexity in a
comprehensible and controllable way.

For proving methods in realistic software systems, two problems arise. On
the one hand, due to our interest in the verification effort under change, each
method needs to be specified with strong enough contracts. The demand in
specification effort is, thus, high and not manageable by us for research projects
of this scope. On the other hand, for call depths of 20–30, the verification effort
becomes infeasible with method inlining. Our solution is therefore to generate
artificial programs, varying in call width and call depth, for which we can ensure
correct implementations and specifications such that all proofs can be closed
automatically.

The rationale behind excluding user interaction is twofold. First, developers
need to know how to formally specifiy software, but they should not need to
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have expertise in proof theory [4]). This, however, is necessary to work with
verification systems interactively. Second, the increased expense does not justify
the additional insights we may get and is probably unmanageable for us with
respect to our experiments.

For the comparison between method inlining and method contracting, we
(a) evaluate the root method and a leaf method under change, which gives us
indirectly upper and lower bounds for the verification effort of an arbitrary
method in-between the call hierarchy, and (b) evaluate the verification effort
of ten randomly chosen scenarios, where specifications are sufficient for method
contracting in 0%, 10%, ..., 100% of the total number of methods. We address
the following research questions.

– RQ1.1: What is the re-verification effort if the root method’s implementation
is changed?

– RQ1.2: What is the re-verification effort if the root method’s contract is
changed?

– RQ2.1: What is the re-verification effort if a leaf method’s implementation
is changed?

– RQ2.2: What is the re-verification effort if a leaf method’s contract is
changed?

– RQ3: Given a partially specified program, to what extend does the distribu-
tion of contracts impact the verification effort?

Our generators produce Java programs with JML specifications for a given
call width and call depth. We analyzed these programs using the program verifier
KeY in version 2.6. With the exception to the treatment of method calls, all
parameters are set to their respective default. All generators, implementation
artifacts, and experimental results can be found online.1

4.1 Benchmark for JML-Based Verification

Sorting algorithms are typical in software systems and should ideally be verified
to ensure their intended behavior [21]. They are particularly interesting for an
evaluation, as they embody real use cases with typical language constructs such
as arrays or loops. We therefore decided to implement a sorting algorithm close
to bubble sort called circuitous sorting, where we are able to specify a variable
call width and call depth. However, writing generators with variable call width
and call depth to produce verifiable programs with moderate complexity is non-
trivial. For the circuitous sorting program we needed countless iterations until
all generated method contracts including loop invariants were strong enough for
the successful verification with method contracting. Consequently, we decided
to write a generator for a simpler program first, namely a program with variable
call width and call depth that performs an addition called circuitous addition.
Our generators together with their respective results may serve as benchmarks

1 https://www.github.com/AlexanderKnueppel/MethodCallTreatment.

https://www.github.com/AlexanderKnueppel/MethodCallTreatment
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for upcoming techniques that aim at reducing verification effort. In the following,
we briefly describe both generators.

Generator for the Circuitous Addition: We built a generator for programs
that count and return the number of total method calls plus some input i.
The control flow of these programs with call width n and call depth m for the
root method a1 is as follows. First, the method a1 takes an integer as input
and invokes n methods. Each of these methods invokes n methods itself. This
procedure goes on until the depth size m is reached. Leaf methods return input
i. As depicted in Fig. 2, a1’s method contract ensures in its ensures statement
that i is incremented by 2. In the example, the call depth is set to 1, so b1 is a
leaf method returning input i.

Fig. 2. Root method a1 and leaf method b1 of generated circuitous addition program
with call width = 2 and call depth = 1.

Generator for Circuitous Sorting: The root method a1 of the generated
circuitous sorting program for call width n = 2 is depicted in Fig. 3. Usually,
bubble sort is formulated using two nested loops. To integrate call width and
call depth, we decomposed the original algorithm into numerous methods accord-
ingly. The leaf method brings exactly one element to its correct sorting position
in the input array. The methods on the layer above are calling the leaf method
n times and are also bringing one element to the correct position themselves.

Code Optimization. Our generators produce very large programs with many
methods for high call widths and call depths. For instance, the add program
with call width 9 and call depth 9 allocates approximately 10GB of hard drive.
As a result, a huge amount of time is spent in the parsing process of the pro-
gram in KeY for such programs. We thus simplified our programs such that
only one method is created for each layer. The examples in Figs. 2 and 3 are
already optimized such that they call method b1 two times instead of calling a
method b1 and then a method b2, both having an equivalent implementation
and specification. We checked that the verification effort in KeY is the same for
both approaches, which is why we kept this optimization for RQ1 and RQ2.
For RQ3, we use the former approach, as otherwise we would not be able to
have specified and non-specified methods at the same time on the same layer.
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Fig. 3. Root method a1 of the circuitous sorting program for call width = 2.

4.2 Empirical Comparison of Method Call Treatment

We now present the results of our study for circuitous addition and circuitous
sorting. We decided to use KeY, since a user can choose between the options
method expand (i.e., method inlining) and method contracting. We conducted
all experiments on an infrastructure with two virtual servers, each constituting
16 cores and an assigned RAM of 48 GB. We limited the number of proof steps
to 500,000 per experiment, after which we could not observe anymore progress
in the verification phase.

RQ1.1: What is the re-verification effort if the root method’s implementation is
changed? If the root method’s body is changed, only the root method must be
verified again, because the root method has no callers. Figure 4a and b depict the
number of proof steps needed to verify the root method of the circuitous addition
and circuitous sorting programs for method inlining and method contracting. Y-
axes of (a)–(c) have logarithmic scale. The call depth for both programs reaches
from 1 to 10. The call width is 5 for the circuitous addition program and 1
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for the circuitous sorting program. In our experience, 5 is a realistic number of
method calls for good-structured Java programs. However, circuitous sorting was
not verifiable anymore for larger call widths. The result were either timeouts or
OutOfMemory-exceptions. As expected, changing the root method’s implementa-
tion results in exponential verification effort for method inlining, because every
method in the call stack is inlined. For method contracting, we have linear veri-
fication effort.

Fig. 4. Empirical results of our evaluation for various change scenarios with respect to
call width and call depth.

RQ1.2: What is the re-verification effort if the root method’s specification is
changed? Likewise to RQ1.1, if the root method’s specification is changed, only
the root method must be verified again. Hence, the result is the same as for
RQ1.1.

RQ2.1: What is the re-verification effort if a leaf method’s implementation is
changed? For method inlining, every method that inlines the respective leaf
method must be verified again. In this case, the verification effort becomes expo-
nential, as every method is inlined at each layer above their own layer exactly
once. For method contracting, only the leaf method must be verified and, thus,
only a constant number of proof steps is required, independent of the call depth.
This case is identical to RQ2.2 in terms of verification effort.

RQ2.2: What is the re-verification effort if a leaf method’s contract is changed?
If the contract of a leaf method is changed, we have constant verification effort
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for method inlining and proportional effort to the number of callers for method
contracting (cf. Fig. 4c). However, for method inlining we only need to re-verify
the leaf method, whereas for method contracting, we need to re-verify the leaf
method and every caller of it exactly once, independent of our optimization. The
re-verification effort is thus higher with method contracting.

RQ3: Given a partially specified program, to what extend does the distribution
of contracts impact the verification effort? We evaluated ten scenarios, where
the circuitous addition program was specified iteratively. In each iteration, 10%
additional randomly-chosen methods are specified. Subsequently, the verification
effort of the root method is measured to control call width and call depth. Since
KeY does not support a mixture of method contracting and method inlining
natively, this way we simulate a combination of both approaches. The box plot in
Fig. 4d illustrates the results, where 0% represents method inlining (i.e., only the
root method is specified) and 100% represents method contracting (i.e., every
method is specified). The analysis emphasizes that strategically specifying an
additional 10% of all methods inside the call hierarchy can reduce the verification
effort by up-to 50% on average (cf. the median on 20% and 30%). Moreover,
there is a wide range in verification effort on numerous iterations. Hence, it
matters which parts are specified with respect to the verification effort and,
thus, there seems to be potential for a guiding specification process to further
support developers.

Threats to Validity. We generated programs ourselves, which threatens inter-
nal validity, as we might have chosen unrealistic specifications or implementa-
tions. However, the sorting program exhibits that writing generators for specified
source code – even for small programs – sufficient for method contracting and
automated verification is non-trivial. Moreover, we focused on controlling call
width and call depth to investigate the scalability of method call treatment
approaches, which otherwise would not have been possible. In this regard, we
mostly depicted results for a call width of five, as long methods are considered
a bad smell anyway [28]. Moreover, we specified all loops in the sorting program
with a loop invariant. Even for method inlining, loop invariants are necessary to
find proofs automatically.

An external threat is the choice of KeY as the only verification system. In
fact, our evaluation revealed a bug in the implementation leading to an increased
garbage collection, which deteriorated the verification time needed. Yet, KeY is
one of the most mature verification systems for Java programs with a dedi-
cated community. Moreover, we were not interested in the total number of proof
steps needed for either method inlining or method contracting, but how both
approaches influence deductive verification in relation. Finally, we generated pro-
grams with exactly one class, as we did not want to measure the influence of
classes on the verification effort, but only changes in specification and imple-
mentation of methods directly.
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5 Related Work

Method call treatment is only one parameter of many in the verification of pro-
grams. For instance, other parameters in KeY include the treatment of loops (i.e.,
loop unrolling or using a specified invariant), strategies for proof splitting, and
also how arithmetic or quantifiers are treated [1]. However, we were particularly
interested in the differences between method inlining and method contracting,
which is why we set all other parameters to their defaults.

To give a feeling on how research on deductive verification is considering
the treatment of method calls, we inspected numerous publications. In particu-
lar, we looked at publications containing empirical evaluations and verification
measurements, as well as publications contributing conceptual ideas based upon
method contracts. To briefly summarize, we found eight publications that use
method contracting [5,16,17,23,24,39,44,49] and seven publications that use
method inlining [7,18,20,34,37,42,47]. Numerous other publications we investi-
gated do not give information about the used approach [1,2,6,9,11,13,25,46].
Our evaluation shows that method call treatment is not yet another parame-
ter, but greatly affects the performance of evaluations significantly. Essentially,
inlining allows us to trade human time for an increase in machine time. To put
claimed evaluation results into perspective, the respective approach to method
calls should thus be indicated.

A survey on different languages for behavioral contracts was done by Hat-
cliff et al. [30]. Besides JML, there are alternatives for specifying Java source
code, such as C4J [14] or Contract4J [50]. Other examples of tools for deduc-
tive program verification include Dafny [36], VCC [19], Verifast [33], Spec# [4],
KIV [41], Why3 [8], and F* [45]. We plan to investigate those tools with respect
to method call treatment in the future.

A further abstraction on contracts is provided by means of abstract con-
tracts [29]. Method inlining is prone to changes in the implementation, whereas
method contracting is prone to changes in the specification. Abstract contracts
delay reasoning about changes of method contracts to the latest stage and, thus,
enable sophisticated proof reuse by being less prone to changes.

There exist also alternatives to human-written contracting that were not
discussed here. Algorithmic techniques aim at extracting contracts for helper
procedures, such as logical abduction [3] or logical interpolation based on Horn
clauses [12]. Such techniques can help to achieve efficiency and scalability of ver-
ification without significantly increasing the required human specification effort,
potentially reducing the latter to human inspection of machine-produced speci-
fications.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Deductive verification has not found its way into industry yet due to issues
with the scalability in specification and verification. We investigated method call
treatment, which is an important parameter that needs to be considered when
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working with deductive verification. Our discussion on the differences between
method inlining and method contracting reveals that neither approach is supe-
rior in all aspects. Surprisingly, an empirical comparison with respect to the
verification effort and specification effort has not been made before. We filled
that gap by conducting experiments using the program verifier KeY, in which we
used artificial programs varying in the number of method calls of each method
and the maximum depth of the stack trace.

A sufficient specification for method contracting demands high effort. The
study of the circuitous sorting program showed that even specifying small pro-
grams to be sufficient for method contracting is hard. However, mainly relying
on method inlining in the verification process leads to scalability problems. In
this case, our benchmark revealed that inlining over numerous layers is ineffec-
tive for re-verification (i.e., time out for the circuitous addition program over a
call depth of five). We thus advocate to use an efficient mixture of both, method
inlining and method contracting; putting too much work on less impacting spec-
ifications may impair the verification effort significantly, whereas a better priori-
tization is indispensable when programs are specified and verified incrementally
(cf. Fig. 4d).

To make deductive verification scalable, we need to develop strategies for
identifying specifications of prime importance that reduce the accumulated ver-
ification effort. To investigate how such strategies may look like, it is necessary
to verify more fully-specified programs with respect to the number of proof steps
needed, and also to evaluate how other parameters and other verifiers influence
the verification effort. In particular for KeY, an additional annotation in the
source code to indicate method calls that should be inlined (i.e., even in the
presence of a contract) could be integrated to allow for a explicit mixture of
method inlining and method contracting. To cope with high specification effort
in general, stronger tool support is needed for guiding less experienced developers
in the specification process.
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